Barnsley Mini-Makers

Project Outcomes

Background to the project
The ‘Barnsley Mini-Makers’ project was commissioned by the Early Start and Family
Service, Barnsley. The aims of the project were as follows:
• To develop early years practitioners’ knowledge of STEM teaching and learning in
makerspaces.
• To develop early years’ settings practices with regard to STEM teaching and learning
in makerspaces.
• To develop children’s learning abilities (as demonstrated by evidence of the
Characteristics of Effective Learning (COELs))1 through their engagement in STEM/
STEAM-focused makerspaces.
The Barnsley Early Start and Family Service funded the project, providing space for training
and buying maker kits for each of the settings involved.

Outline of the project
Seventeen early years settings participated in the project. Practitioners from the settings
attended a full-day continuing professional development day in which they were introduced
to the University of Sheffield’s research on makerspaces in the early years. Participants
were also provided with guidance on using sets of maker resources placed in ‘maker
boxes’2, based on the traditional early years resource ‘story sacks’. The maker boxes
typically contained:
• A picture book.
• A non-fiction book related to the theme of the picture book.
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The COELS are an important element of the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS). See Early Adopter Version of EYFS Reforms 2020.:
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2 Details of the contents of the boxes can be found here: https://makeyproject.eu/resources/maker-boxes/
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• A set of toys and props to facilitate small-world play related to the theme of the
picture book.
• A language game related to the theme of the picture book.
• A mathematics game related to the theme of the picture book.
• Two maker activities related to the theme of the picture book.
An example of the contents of a maker box can be found in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Minibeasts Maker Box

The maker boxes were loaned to the settings. Settings also had access to a 3D printer,
which was loaned to the project by Create Education. Finally, the methodology of the
current project was outlined to the early years practitioners.
The practitioners were given a set of maker resources by the Early Start and Family Service
in order to enable settings to set up their own maker activities once they had finished using
the maker boxes.
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The early years settings used the maker boxes with children in the setting over the period
of one term. Overall, 799 children used the maker box resources. However, in order to
explore the impact of the project on children’s learning, case studies of 3-8 children in
each of the settings were undertaken, with most settings focused on 4 children, 2 girls and
2 boys. Children were identified who were under-performing in key areas of learning. At the
beginning of the project, assessments were undertaken of their demonstration of the
COELs. The ‘Makerspace Learning Assessment Framework’ (MLAF) was used for this
purpose (see Appendix 1). For the purpose of this project, the MLAF adapted the three
COELs as outlined in the EYFS. The three areas of the COELS in the EYFS are Playing and
Exploring, Active Learning and Creating and Thinking Critically. The MLAF separated out
creativity from critical thinking and linked the former with design, an important element of
making. In addition, a further area was added, ‘Social Learning’, given that collaborative
and/ or co-operative learning is a significant element of makerspaces. This led to the focus
on five areas of effective learning: Playing and Exploring (PE), Active Learning (AL), Critical
Thinking (CT), Creativity and Design (CD) and Social Learning (SL). A framework developed
by the Bristol Early Years3 team was adapted, so that the MLAF contained six prompt
questions for practitioners in each area to guide observations on specific characteristics of
effective learning. Children were subsequently observed on these 30 specific
characteristics (PE1-6; AL1-6; CT 1-6; CD1-6; AL 1-6).
Following engagement with the maker boxes over a period of six months, final
assessments were undertaken of the children’s demonstration of the COEL. In total, data
for 43 children relating to the demonstration of the COEL at the beginning and end of the
project were available (see Appendix 2). In addition, 100 observations of the COEL
demonstrated whilst undertaking non-maker activities and maker activities were completed
(see Appendix 3). Finally, a number of settings developed detailed tracking of children’s
progress towards early learning goals. However, because this tracking was not universal
across the settings, these data are not analysed in this report.
At the end of the project, practitioners met with University staff for a half-day session in
order to feed back on the project outcomes. Practitioners were engaged in individual
interviews with a researcher, in which their responses to the project were explored through
a semi-structured interview, which was digitally recorded.
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https://www.bristolearlyyears.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Bristol-EY-CoEL-Final-Document.pdf
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Key findings: Impact on children
In total, one hundred observations of children undertaking both maker activities (including
electronics, coding and craft) and undertaking other activities (including reading and
outdoor play) were recorded.
For the non-maker activities, the average number of COEL demonstrated during each
activity was seven. For the maker activities, the average number of COEL demonstrated
was fourteen (see Appendix 3). Detailed written observations developed by practitioners
outlined children’s learning across the STEM areas. Examples of these observations are
included below.
Emma was at the tinkering table and on the table were a selection of bulbs,
batteries, motors, cups, pens and masking tape. The adult asked Emma if she
would like to make a robot that moves and would even do some of its own writing?
Emma replied excitedly, “Yeah, please!” Emma chose a paper cup and three pens.
She looked at the completed robot which was created by the adult and said, “So
do I have to put these pens on, Miss?” The adult replied, “Yeah, on each side.” She
placed on three pens and tried to stand the robot up but it fell over, she tried
several different times to stand it up. Then without saying anything, she chose
three more pens, attached them to different parts of the cup and tested it again. It
stood up and she smiled. An adult l said, “I wonder why you have six pens on?”
She replied, “Well, it wouldn't stand up so I had to give it more legs and now it
stands up.” The adult said, “Right, now for the motor circuit.” Emma looked at the
adult and said, “I'm going to put mine on top at that side.” This was different from
the teacher’s design and the adult asked why. She replied, “I think I can get it to
move faster.” She created the circuit and then tried to attach it to the cup but the
battery pack was heavy and kept falling off. Another child was creating the same
robot and said, “Mine keeps doing that but I put some of the strong tape on and
it's still on.” Emma said, “Oh yeah. Okay I'll try it.” Once everything was attached,
she needed to place something on the end of the motor. She selected some
playdough but it just flicked off she then got some card; put a hole in the end. It
moved the robot briefly but then flew off. She said, “Aargh, this thing! Right, I'll try
some of that strong tape.” She attached the card using the tape and the robot
moved. She jumped up and down and laughed. She looked at the other child’s
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robot and it was slightly leaning to one side and she said, “I think you need some
extra feet on.” Emma worked on her robot for around 20 minutes.

Craig provided us with a real ‘wow’ moment with his child-initiated idea to make a
fire engine with a light up siren. After taking part in various adult-led activities based
around electricity and circuit making, Craig demonstrated his understanding of the
concept and his ability to make links by asking if we could facilitate his idea for
adding a light-up siren to the fire engine that he had made independently in the
junk modelling area. When provided with the materials (that we had explored used
to make circuits together in our adult-led pre- teach session), Craig independently
and successfully made his circuit, then worked out how he would combine this
with his model by concealing the batteries and wires inside the main body (box) of
the engine and creating a hole in the box for the siren to poke through. A real
intense learning experience and a pleasure to watch as he demonstrated all the
previous skills/ understanding that we had been working towards .
Examples of children’s learning as observed by practitioners included understanding the
following:
• How to handle tools, objects, construction and malleable materials safely and with
increasing control.
• How to manipulate materials to achieve a planned effect.
• How an electrical circuit is created using LED bulbs, electrical wires, crocodile clips
and batteries.
• When an electrical circuit is broken and what the outcome is.
• The role of batteries in providing electricity.
• The value of electricity in everyday life.
• That some materials conduct electricity (e.g. play dough, silver foil) and other materials
do not (e.g. wood).
• That when certain materials are combined, new effects can be observed (e.g. when
making slime).
• How levers and gears work.
• The principles of construction (e.g. the importance of the distribution of weight/
volume).
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• That the angles of ramps can make objects go faster or slower.
• That two surfaces rubbing together can cause friction.
• The concepts of grouping, sequences, cause and effect.
• How to create stop-frame animations using a tablet.
• The process of creating and recreating patterns and models using familiar objects and
common shapes.
• How to create a 3D-design using the CAD software ‘Tinkercad’, then 3-D print the
designed objects.
This is not an exhaustive list, but provides an insight into the broad range of learning that
occurred during the project.
Pre-project baseline assessments were undertaken of the case study children, detailing the
frequency with which they demonstrated the COELs in their everyday learning in the
setting. At the end of the project, final assessments were undertaken of the children,
detailing the frequency with which they demonstrated the COELs in their everyday learning
in the setting. Baseline and final assessments were available for 43 children across the
settings (Appendix 2). As Figure 1 indicates, children demonstrated the COELs much more
frequently at the end of the project.
Figure 1: Number of observations of the COELs at the beginning
and the end of the project (43 children observed)
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As can be seen in Figure 1, the COELs that were demonstrated most frequently when
children were engaged in maker activities at the beginning of the project were primarily in
the categories ‘Playing and Exploring’ and ‘Active Learning’. At the end of the project,
many more observations were made of other COELS from the categories ‘Critical
Thinking’, ‘Creativity and Design’ and ‘Social Learning’.
Comments made by practitioners in the end of project evaluation indicated the extent to
which they felt children’s learning had been impacted.
Setting A
We witnessed an increase in critical and creative thinking and a big improvement
in fine motor skills.
The targeted children all made outstanding progress. In some aspects of
learning, predominately the prime areas, the gap in learning had been closed.
The children’s use of vocabulary has increased and their ability to explain their
thinking has improved.

Setting B
All 4 gained enormously from the project, in particular their speaking to others in
role play and their imagination.
Their fine motor skills have improved from twisting screwdrivers and using pliers
and all 4 can hold a pencil correctly with a pincer grip.
Their scores have gone from under age on entry to almost ELG.

Setting C
More opportunities for challenge has enabled children to demonstrate the
characteristics of learning in particular their persistence and problem solving.
High levels of engagement.
Foundation Stage 2 (FS2) Improved attainment in Technology Baseline 7%
above expected, already 35% above expected by Summer 1.
FS2 Improved attainment in Moving and Handling for boys Baseline 37% at
expected or above, already 63% at or above expected by Summer 1.
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Foundation Stage 1 Improved attainment in Speaking, Baseline 31% at or above
expected, by Spring 2 59% at or above expected.

In addition, in the interviews with practitioners at the end of the project, many referred to
the educational progress of the case study children, who in the majority of cases had been
identified as low-achieving:
We have seen in the four children really good progress, especially in one of the
boys who was very flitty, he struggled to focus on anything. But with the tinker tray,
he stayed there for ages determined to get the buzzer to buzz. And his writing’s
come on, because obviously the concentration about trying to get the crocodile
clips has really helped his fine motor skills. So he’s holding a pencil better, he’s
actually forming recognisable letters now…which is really nice to see. But they’re
so much more enthusiastic for their learning, and they’re more creative. Before
they’d be like, ‘What am I going to make?’, ‘Well what do you want to make’, and
before they’re like, ‘I don’t know’. Whereas now they’re coming up with lots of
ideas, they’re evaluating their ideas, they’re making it better next time. They’re
using what they’ve actually learnt from it.

...they’ve actually met some early learning goals, of being imaginative, using and
exploring media and materials, these are all early learning goals which these
children are working at below a 40 to 60 months and 30 to 50 months [gap], so
the fact that they’re achieving these goals is brilliant, they’re loving it.
There were a minority of children who did not demonstrate such progress in the project
but, overall, the majority of children had benefitted from being engaged in it. It was,
therefore, felt that the project had met its aims with regard to developing children’s learning
abilities (as demonstrated in the COELs) through children’s engagement in STEM/ STEAMfocused makerspaces.
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Key findings: Impact on practitioners
The project had a positive impact on the professional development and the everyday
practice of practitioners, as outlined in Table 1.
Table 1: Practitioners’ Evaluation of the Project (n=11)
Strongly
Disagree

The project has developed
my understanding of
makerspaces
The
project has developed
my confidence in teaching
STEM/ STEAM
I am more likely to include
STEAM activities in planning
than before the project
The project has had a positive
impact on children’s learning
in my setting/ class
I am more likely to plan for a
makerspace in my setting
than before the project
The project has not had much
impact on my practice
I have shared the ideas from
the project with my
Icolleagues
found the ‘Makerspace
Assessment Framework’ form
easy to use
I would like to see curriculum
guidance on makerspaces in
EYFS information

Disagree

2

Not
sure

1

8

Agree

Strongly
Agree

5

6

5

6

3

5

5

6

4

7

2
1

1

1

1
5

5

3

6

3
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All of those interviewed also stated that the project had had a positive impact on their
professional practice, including STEM knowledge and skills. Many of those involved had
run staff meetings for other staff in their settings in which they had shared knowledge and
ideas, thus extending the reach of the project.
Some settings had engaged with parents during the project, sending home maker
activities for children and parents to complete together:
…the children were fascinated with it, and the parents as well. And we’ve tried to
involve the parents in the project as well, so over the holidays we’ve sent home
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individual Maker packs with parents so that they can re-visit it, and the children are
showing the parents what to do with the resources that they’ve been using in
school. So that’s worked really well as well.
Another setting had extended the project to consider the role of the wider community in
providing role models for engagement in science-related careers:
I can see this is the way forward, and I can see this will have great dividends for
future career prospects for other children. And we’re also doing like a future...we’ve
been in touch with people who can volunteer and come in for like a careers thing –
well not a careers thing, just to open up children’s ideas for what careers are out
there – what they call ‘Better Futures’ or something like that. And it’s a body of
volunteers, it’s been set it by an ex-headteacher, and it’s coming round Barnsley.
And we’re going to try and set that up as well, and get these role models in for
science as well…to make links for the children and [show] how this is really useful
for the future as well.
A large number of settings stated that they were intending to continue makerspace
provision beyond the project. For some settings located in or with primary schools, this
included extending the maker provision to classes of older children. In addition, some
settings had developed additional maker boxes, drawing on their own library of picture
books.
Whilst the project was very successful in the settings, there were some challenges faced.
One was related to resources; for example, one setting commented that the maker
activities included in the box were a little too challenging for the children, and another
setting found the 3D printer difficult to use with our further support. Another challenge
arose due to the normal structures of the nursery day:
One of the biggest impacts was around the routines in the nursery. We discovered
that the biggest challenge to allowing the children to engage with activities and
making and exploring were the routines imposed by external forces such as
mealtimes, outside times and clearing space for other activities. This led to an audit
throughout every room and the realisation that we needed to minimise interruptions
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and allow children to pick up where they left off and not stunt creativity with tidying
up!
Despite these challenges, overall the project was very successful, with the project having a
very positive impact on children’s learning and their demonstration of the COELs, in
addition to the transformations in practitioner knowledge and practice.

Recommendations for future policy and practice
The findings from the project have led to the identification of a number of
recommendations to enhance future educational policy and practice. These are as
follows:
(i) The project demonstrated the value of a focus on makerspaces in enhancing the
STEM learning knowledge and practice of early years practitioners. The project
could be extended to other settings, and also be widened to include classes of
older children.
(ii) The maker box concept proved to be very popular with early years teachers as it
related to resources they were already familiar with, that is, story sacks. Further
themes could be developed to extend this set of resources, but there could also be
opportunities to develop the concept further so that STEM/ maker activities related
to fiction and non-fiction titles used with older children could be developed.
(iii)There is already a range of creative practices undertaken in continuous provision in
nurseries. These could be extended through the integration of STEM activities into
the continuous provision, thus averting the need to have a specific set of resources
available, such as maker boxes.
(iv)There is a need for settings to invest, where possible, in resources which can
support maker education. This includes hardware (e.g. tablets, 3D printers),
software (e.g. apps for animation, coding, green-screen filming), maker resources
such as woodwork and electronics items, and so on. Settings need support and
guidance on purchasing equipment which is unfamiliar to them, such as electronics
equipment.
(v) Alongside resources, practitioners also need appropriate CPD to ensure that their
subject knowledge in STEM education is developed sufficiently well. Given the
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success of the STEAM approach adopted in this project, CPD provision should
include approaches to STEM education that involve the arts and humanities.
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Appendix 1: Makerspace Learning Assessment Framework
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Appendix 2: Data on demonstration of the COELs at the
beginning and end of the project

Appendix 3: Data on observation of the COELs in non-maker and maker
activities
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